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ABSTRACT
Community question-answering (CQA) platforms have become
very popular forums for asking and answering questions daily.
While these forums are rich repositories of community knowl-
edge, they present challenges for finding relevant answers and
similar questions, due to the open-ended nature of informal dis-
cussions. Further, if the platform allows questions and answers in
multiple languages, we are faced with the additional challenge of
matching cross-lingual information. In this work, we focus on the
cross-language question re-ranking shared task, which aims to find
existing questions that may be written in different languages. Our
contribution is an exploration of query expansion techniques for
this problem. We investigate expansions based on Word Embed-
dings, DBpedia concepts linking, and Hypernym, and show that
they outperform existing state-of-the-art methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the huge popularity of community question-answering
(CQA) platforms, such as Quora and Stack Overflow, it has captured
the attention of researchers as an area with social impact. Users
who ask questions receive quick and useful answers from these
community platforms. Since these platforms are open-ended hav-
ing crowd-source nature, it is a challenging task to find relevant
questions and answers. To get the best use of these community
knowledge repositories, it is very important to find the most rele-
vant questions and retrieve their relevant answers to a new question.
The informal writing makes this a challenge.

To deal with the need of real applications in CQA, we focus on the
task of question re-ranking. As defined by SemEval-2016, given (i) a
new question and (ii) a large collection of existing questions in the
CQA platform, rerank all existing questions by similarity to the new
question, with the hope that they may provide the answers to the
new question [15]. This addresses the challenge that there exists
many ways to ask the same question, and an existing question-
answer pair may already satisfy the information need.

If a CQA platform supports text entry in multiple languages, this
becomes a type of cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) prob-
lem. A machine translation (MT) model may be used to translate
one language into another language prior to indexing and search,
and translation errors may lead to degradation in either precision
or recall. For example, Fig 1 shows a question in English, Arabic,
and MT English from [5], who extends the SemEval-2016 task to
cross-language (CL) settings: the collection of existing questions
are in English, and the user queries are simulated as new questions

Figure 1: English-Arabic-MT Question

written in Arabic.1 We can see that there are various translation
errors in the MT English compared to the original English question.

In order to address the complexity on question re-ranking in
a CLIR setting for CQA platforms, we explore different query ex-
pansion (QE) techniques. Our hypothesis is that mis-translations
are often different nuances of related concepts, so by expansion
with similar terms, we may recover the underlying terms needed
for matching. We investigate Word Embedding, DBpedia, and Hy-
pernym knowledge graph to expand query in a question-question
re-ranking task. To the best of our knowledge, we first propose
QE techniques for CL question re-ranking on CQA platforms. Our
QE work flow is given in Fig 2. We adopt a query translation ap-
proach, followed by QE: Given an initial query (e.g. MT English),
we expand each term with information from outside resources, then
match against the existing questions which are indexed as English
documents in a search server like ElasticSearch.

We develop baseline and aggregated systems using QE methods
and evaluate our approaches on the CL extension of the SemEval-
2016 dataset [5, 15]. The evaluation results show that our QE sys-
tems achieve significant improvement over existing methods on CL
question re-ranking.

2 RELATEDWORK
Aiming to retrieve information in a language different from the
query language, a wide range of research has been done in CLIR
[2, 11, 13, 16, 19, 20]. To improve the search performance of a
CLIR system, researchers have been giving more importance on
QE techniques, such as, using of external lexical database [14], co-
occurrence analysis [23] and pseudo-relevance feedback [10, 24].
Zamani et al. [1], Kuzi et al. [9] and Diaz et al. [6] presented QE
techniques using Word Embedding. A different approach using
external knowledge base were developed by Xiong et al. [22] and
Zhang et al. [25] to expand queries in CLIR.

1In the original SemEval-2016 dataset, both new and existing questions were in English,
but for the CL extension in [5], the new questions were replaced with their manual
Arabic translations, and Arabic-to-English MT results were added to simulate a CLIR
setup.
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Figure 2: Query Expansion Work Flow
[Query = Question and Documents = Existing Questions]

Although, CQA [3, 4, 8, 12, 21] is a popular research area, there
has not been much work done in CL CQA task. The CL CQA heav-
ily depends on CL question ranking. SemEval-2016 introduced a
shared task on CQA in English and Arabic [15]. They also had a
subtask question-question similarity ranking [7]. A later work was
done by Martino et al. [5] in CL question re-ranking using a CL
tree kernel. There is still a big scope of improving the performance
of community question re-ranking task. To the best of our knowl-
edge, no research has been done on QE for community question
re-ranking task.

3 APPROACH
3.1 Query Expansion
Query Expansion is a technique of improving the search perfor-
mance in IR by augmenting the initial query using differentmethods.
To achieve a better search performance, it is important to expand
the initial query to retrieve more relevant documents. Specially it is
very useful CL settings since the initial query may miss important
clue to retrieve more relevant documents in a different language
than the original query. To expand any query we use different ex-
pansion techniques and take the union of expanded terms. For any
query Q the expanded query is given in the equation 1.

QEQ = kwQ
⋃

qe
Q
we

⋃
qe

Q
db

⋃
qe

Q
h (1)

Where
⋃

is a union operator. QEQ is the union of all expanded
queries along with the original keyword query kwQ . And qe

Q
we ,

qe
Q
db and qeQh are QE using Word Embedding, DBpedia concepts

linking and Hypernym respectively.

3.1.1 Word Embedding. Word embedding is a type of word rep-
resentation that transforms a text into a numerical vector of real
numbers where semantic similar words are grouped together. By
the characteristics of word embedding, two words having semantic
similar meaning share a fair amount of surrounding context. It
implies that search engine should return relevant documents to the
query term using the similar word. In a CL setting, due to MT, the
translated text may miss the original word, and produce a different
word of similar meaning, the indexed documents may not have the
exact keyword. Hence the retrieval engine won’t return documents
of out of vocabulary.

From these intuitions and inspired by [1, 9], we use a pre-trained
word embedding GloVe vectors [17] based on Wikipedia and Giga-
word corpus to get the most similar words for each of the query

terms from the original query. The dimension of the vector is 100
and it contains 400k vocab. For a query Q having query terms q1, q2
...... qn , let t

qi
1 and tqi2 are the 2 most similar terms for query term

qi obtained from the pre-trained word embedding model, then QE
using word embedding is computed by the equation 2.

qe
Q
we =

n⋃
i=1

{tqi1 , t
qi
2 } (2)

As an example, a query term "travel" from a query, Im likely to
travel in the month of june... just wanna know some good places to
visit...., is expanded using "travelers" and "trips" where "travelers"
and "trips" are 2 most similar terms for the query term "travel".

3.1.2 DBpedia. DBpedia 2 is a structured open knowledge base
derived from the Wikipedia. The current version of DBpedia has
4.58 million English concepts and 38.3 millions of concepts in 125
different languages. Motivated by the work presented in [22] to
associate a term with entities from Freebase knowledge graph, we
use DBpedia to extract concepts and linked each query term with
DBpedia concepts. Given a query Q having query terms q1, q2 ......
qn , we retrieve DBpedia concepts for each of the query terms qi .
Each of the returned concepts is associated with different types and
properties that reflect the concept. In the expansion term selection,
we choose a simple but useful strategy. We select a property called
dct : subject that links a concept with relevant subjects. We use
the relevant subjects to expand the query term, qi . The intuition is
that the concepts associated with query terms are able to capture
more relevant documents. The QE is computed by the equation 3.

qe
Q
db =

n⋃
i=1

k⋃
j=1

{subject : qji } (3)

Where k is the number of subjects for a query term qi and q
j
i is

a subject of a concept associated with the query term qi .
As an example, a query term "travel" from a query, Im likely to

travel in the month of june... just wanna know some good places to
visit...., is expanded using "Tourism", "Tourist activities" and "Trans-
port culture" where "Tourism", "Tourist activities" and "Transport
culture" are the subjects of a concept associated with "Travel".

3.1.3 Hypernym. Hyponym is a specific word or phrase of a more
generic term. The generic term is called hypernym. Due to MT, the
translated term may have a different form of the original term. We
use a publicly available hypernym knowledge graph3 developed by
[18] to extract hyponym labels with a high confidence score for each
of the query terms and include them in the QE. The motivation is
to retrieve more relevant documents which may contain hyponym
terms of an original query term. For a query Q having q1, q2 ...qi ...
qn query terms, we expand Q using the equation 4.

qe
Q
h =

n⋃
i=1

k⋃
j=1

{hyponym : qji | cs(q
j
i ,qi ) >= 0.75} (4)

Where, k is the number of hyponym labels for a query term
qi , q

j
i is a hyponym label and cs(qji ,qi ) is a function that gives a

confidence score for qji with respect to qi .

2https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
3http://webisa.webdatacommons.org/
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As an example, a query term "travel" from a query, Im likely to
travel in the month of june... just wanna know some good places to
visit...., is expanded using "operating expense", "related expense" and
"personal expense" where "operating expense", "related expense"
and "personal expense" are hyponym labels for "travel".

3.2 Search and Ranking
To index documents, search queries and rank retrieved documents,
we use Elasticsearch 4, a Lucene based distributed, RESTful search
and analytics engine. We use a built-in English analyzer, which is
used to converting documents into tokens to the inverted index
for searching. The same analyzer is applied to the query string at
the search time. As a ranking or scoring algorithm, we use BM25
similarity algorithm. We also configure the similarity algorithm by
hyper-parameter tuning.

4 DATASET
To evaluate our systems, we use SemEval-2016 Task 3 CQA dataset
(Subtask B) [15] and MT version of human translated Arabic ques-
tions [5]. In [5], a new question is written in Arabic, and the goal
is to retrieve similar questions in English; an MT system was avail-
able for translating the new Arabic question into English. In this
research, the new question is considered as a query and a set of
the first ten existing questions are considered as documents. The
task is to re-rank the documents using different QE techniques.
The dataset has 267 train, 50 dev and 70 test queries; there are 10
existing questions to be re-ranked for each new question, leading
to 2670 train, 500 dev and 700 test "documents". In this research,
we use only the dev and test datasets. To setup a CL environment,
we choose MT version of 50 dev and 70 test questions from [5] and
consider them as machine translated queries.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The datasets explained in the previous section were used for our
experiments in the cross-language question re-ranking task. Ini-
tially we indexed all existing questions, which are considered as
documents in this research, using the approach described in the
Search and Ranking section. We observed that both English and
machine translated queries might have punctuation and common
words. To build a more clean queries, we filtered out punctuation
and common English words from the initial queries. Then we split
each query into words which are considered as keyword query,
our baseline system. We experimented in two scenarios: a) English
query, the original SemEval-2016 task B, and b) Machine translated
query, where Arabic version of the English queries are translated
back into English. The second scenario is the CLIR setting we focus
here, while the first scenario provides comparison results in the
monolingual setting.

We configured 18 systems for English and MT queries, by com-
bining each of the four basic systems: (a) Keyword, (b) Word Embed-
ding, (c) DBpedia and (d) Hypernym. The system (a) is the baseline
system whereas (b), (c) and (d) are systems based on QE using Word
Embedding, DBpedia and Hypernym knowledge graph respectively.
The average query lengths for baseline systems are 18.67(EN) and

4https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch

System QR MAP ∆
Dev Test

1. Keyword(KW) (Baseline) EN 72.60 71.43 00.00
2. Word Embedding(WE) EN 64.40 63.86 -07.57
3. DBpedia(DB) EN 41.00 45.29 -26.14
4. Hypernym(HN) EN 21.00 27.86 -34.57
5. 1 + 2 (KW+WE) EN 80.20 79.86 +08.43
6. 1 + 3 (KW+DB) EN 76.00 75.29 +03.86
7. 1 + 4 (KW+HN) EN 75.20 76.00 +04.57
8. 2 + 3 + 4 (WE+DB+HN) EN 72.20 75.86 +04.43
9. 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 (Best) EN 84.00 82.00 +10.57
10. UH-PRHLT(SemEval[7, 15]) EN 75.90 76.70 -
11. SVM + TK [5] EN 73.02 77.41 -
12. Keyword(KW) (Baseline) MT 72.20 67.57 00.00
13. Word Embedding(WE) MT 64.40 63.43 -04.14
14. DBpedia(DB) MT 43.20 45.71 -21.86
15. Hypernym(HN) MT 26.80 32.71 -34.86
16. 12 + 13 (KW+WE) MT 79.20 75.57 +08.00
17. 12 + 14 (KW+DB) MT 75.40 71.43 +03.86
18. 12 + 15 (KW+HN) MT 76.40 72.29 +04.72
19. 13 + 14 + 15 (WE+DB+HM) MT 77.60 73.14 +05.57
20. 12 + 13 + 14 + 15(Best) MT 84.00 78.29 +10.72
21. SVM+TK([5]) MT 72.94 76.67 -

Table 1: MAP scores for various QE on English (EN) ques-
tions (monolingual setup) and MT questions (CLIR setup).

19.96(MT) words. And the average word additions are Word Embed-
ding: 30.98(EN) and 35.34(MT); DBpedia: 25.81(EN) and 31.32(MT);
Hypernym: 21.58(EN) and 29.04(MT); Best system: 78.3(EN) and
95.6(MT). The combination of 18 systems are given in table 1. All
the systems are experimented in two settings - Dev and Test. The
search ranking scores are calculated for all 18 systems using BM25
algorithm. We tuned BM25 hyper-parameters, k1 and b on Dev
set to get the optimized values where k1 controls non-linear term
frequency normalization and b controls to what degree document
length normalizes t f values. The score for each query is calculated
based on 10 existing documents to re-rank them.

6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Table 1 compares the MAP scores on the dev and test sets. The
"System" column compares QE, Keyword baseline without QE, and
previously-published state-of-the-art methods in this task (UH-
PRHLT, SVM+TK); the QR column shows whether the query was
English (monolingual setup) or Machine-translated English (cross-
language setup). The ∆ column displays the difference between test
MAP against the baseline.

The results on the original English queries are shown in rows 1
to 11. Row 1 is the baseline system using keyword query without
any QE. Rows 2 to 4 show scores for QE using Word Embedding,
DBpedia and Hypernym respectively. We observe that each of the
individual systems from rows 2 to 4 has a negative ∆ score. That
means QE using any single approach doesn’t beat the baseline sys-
tem. Combination of baseline and any QE method are shown in
rows 5 to 7 where each of the combinations has better performance

3



Figure 3: MAP scores over queries

than the baseline system. Among them, combination of word em-
bedding and the baseline system has the highest ∆ score which is
+08.43. Row 8 shows QE using a combination of Word Embedding,
DBpedia and Hypernym, which also beats the baseline system by
+04.43 ∆ score. An aggregation of all systems from rows 1 to 4 is
shown in row 9, which is the best performing system. The best
system beats our baseline system by +10.57 ∆ score which is a
substantial improvement over the baseline system.

The best performing systems from the SemEval-2016 Task 3
[7, 15] and the state-of-the-art system [5] in the community ques-
tion re-ranking task are shown in row 10 and 11 respectively. Our
best system outperforms them by +05.30 and +04.59 MAP scores
respectively which is an effective improvement in the community
question re-ranking task.

The results on MT queries are presented in rows 12 to 21 where
the baseline system is shown in row 12. Individual QE using Word
Embedding, DBpedia and Hypernym are displayed in rows 13 to
15. We find a similar pattern between these and the QE in English
that is negative ∆ score which implies individual QE technique also
doesn’t perform well for MT queries. Union of the baseline system
and any other expansion method from rows 13 to 15 are given in
rows 16 to 18. Similar to the English query, we also achieve positive
∆ scores for each of them where expansion using Word Embedding
has the highest ∆ score +08.00.

Row 19 shows a combination of QEmethods which also beats the
baseline by +05.57 MAP score. The best system, union of baseline
and all QE given in row 20, improves the performance by +10.72 ∆
score. Our best system in MT setting also outperforms the state-of-
the-art system given in row 21 by +01.62 MAP score. The significant
improvement compared to the baseline and the state-of-the-art,
implies that our QE approaches are also strong to MT.

In the comparison of baseline systems in English and MT (row 1
and 12), we notice that the MT baseline system has a lower MAP
score by -3.86. We also observe that the MT best system degrades
the MAP score by -03.71 than that of English. We assume the reason
behind these low map scores for MT systems is the effect of the
output of machine translation. We see that individual QE using
DBpedia and Hypernym have slightly better performance in MT
than English by +00.42 (diff. between row 14 and row 3) and +04.85
(diff. between row 15 and row 4) map scores respectively.

Most importantly, we find that our best systems (English and
MT), outperform the baseline systems and state-of-the-art results
in community question re-ranking task. These indicate that our
QE methods are robust and effective in both monolingual and CL
settings. Figure 3 shows MAP scores for each query of baseline and

best systems for both English and MT. One interesting observation
is that we get MAP score 0 for 5 out of 70 test queries, and all these
are for either MT baseline or MT best system. Only query 329 has
a 0 MAP for English baseline system along with MT best system.

7 CONCLUSION
We investigate different query expansion techniques for improving
cross-language question re-ranking in community question answer-
ing platforms. Our techniques, though simple, outperform current
state-of-the-art on SemEval-2016 Task 3 and its CLIR extension. As
a future work, we plan to improve methods for candidate terms
selection for each of the different query expansions types.
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